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Abstract. In the scenario with many small base stations (SBSs)
deployed, edge caching technology could bring contents closer to users
by caching files at SBSs. Considering these SBSs with limited storage
capacity, how to effectively cache files is a difficult and interesting prob-
lem. Many factors should be considered, such as the popularity of files,
user download delay and average hit rate. In this paper, we investigate
this problem and propose a minimizing user download delay caching
(MUDDC) algorithm. It decides which files should be cached and where
to cache them for reducing download delay. There is a conflict between
hit rate and download delay with the limited SBS storage capacity. We
target the average user download delay and model an optimization prob-
lem with the constraint of average hit rate and find the optimal solution.
The simulation results show that the system performance is improved.
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1 Introduction

As the explosive growth of smart devices and the advent of many new applica-
tions, traffic volume has been growing exponentially [1]. With the rapid growth of
traffic demands in future cellular networks, one promising approach is to deploy
more small base stations (SBSs) along with macro base stations (MBSs) [2]. In
order to deal with the data requirements, the contents can be cached in SBSs,
bringing the files closer to users [3]. It reduces the duplicate content transmis-
sions and allows users to acquire files with less download delay. However, the
storage capacity of these SBSs is limited. In this case, one SBS could not cache
all the files that users may need. So some studies concentrate on a specific SBS
storage mode in this circumstance. The cached files could be divided into two
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parts. The first part has higher popularity and be stored by all the SBSs. The
second part has lower popularity and are distributed in different SBSs. It is a
kind of practical approach for edge caching.

There are many aspects should be considered when designing a caching
scheme. With the limited storage, how to decide whether to store a file or not in a
SBS connects with not only the file’s popularity and hit rate, but also with users
experience like transmission delay and personal preference. Moreover, spectrum
resource, traffic offloading and throughput may also be taken into account.

In [4], the authors study the problem of content placement for caching at the
wireless edge with the goal to maximize the energy efficiency (EE) of heteroge-
neous wireless networks. In [5], the authors introduce the optimal edge caching
strategies to minimize the bandwidth consumption of fronthaul and storage costs
in the fog radio access networks (F-RANs). In [6], the authors formulate an opti-
mal redundancy caching problem to minimize the total transmission cost of the
network, including cost within the radio access network (RAN) and cost incurred
by transmission to the core network via backhaul links. In [7], the authors design
the joint caching and association strategy to minimize the average download
delay in a cache-enabled heterogeneous network. In [8], the authors propose a
novel edge caching scheme to cache layered contents. The proposed method out-
performs the exiting counterparts with a higher hit ratio and lower delay of
delivering video contents.

Despite the previous work on edge caching network, it still needs further
study that jointly consider the hit rate and user download delay. Because these
two basic factors are significant indicators in evaluating network performance.
Moreover, in the network scenario with limited storage, the growth of the hit
rate may be conflict with the user average download delay. It is necessary to
achieve a tradeoff between them.

In this paper, we study the edge caching scheme to minimize user average
download delay under the premise of reaching a certain average hit rate and
propose a minimizing user download delay caching (MUDDC) algorithm. The
set of files stored in each SBS could be established according to a certain file
placement strategy. All the files are sorted according to their popularity rank.
A threshold value R is set to divide the stored files into two parts. The most
popular R files are stored in every SBS to reduce average user download delay.
While the rest files are distributed stored by different SBSs according to their
storage capacity. This increases the diversity of stored files and improves the
average hit rate to some extent. In this network scenario, the proposed algorithm
establishes a connection state matrix for users and SBSs. In above conditions,
the user average hit rate and download delay could be calculated. Eventually,
we model the tradeoff between hit rate and delay into an optimization problem
and find the optimal file placement strategy. Simulations are conducted which
show that the proposed algorithm has a low average download delay and could
achieve a good hit rate. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm could significantly
improve the average hit rate with the similar download delay compared to that
of the “most popular” placement scheme.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the sys-
tem model and problem formulation. Section 3 indicates the whole process of
MUDDC algorithm. Simulation results and discussions are given in Sect. 4.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 5.

2 System Model and Problem Formulation

2.1 System Model

The edge caching network considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The net-
work is composed by one MBS and N SBSs with J mobile users in their coverage
areas. Each SBS stores files according to the file placement strategy. For different
files, the sizes of them are same. In Fig. 1, each colored square means one file
and different colors denote different files.

Fig. 1. Edge caching network (Color figure online)

The MBSs connect to the core network with wire links. The SBSs and MBSs
are connected with wireless links. The users connect to SBSs via wireless links.
The coverage areas of the SBSs may be sometimes overlapping, and therefore
users can potentially be served by multiple SBSs. When a user wants to get a
file from the network, the user requires contents from the storage of the SBSs
they connecting to at first. When all the SBSs have this file, the user will control
the SBSs it connects to cooperate with each other for getting a faster download
speed. For example, the download speed could be nearly double with the user
connecting to two SBSs. If only one SBS stores this file, the download speed is
normal. In the circumstance that the file is not in the storage, one of the SBSs
would require for the core network through the MBS and send to the user.
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We assume that the set of N SBSs is N = {1, 2, · · · , n, · · · , N}, where n is the
nth SBS. We denote the set of J mobile users by U = {U1, U2, · · · , Uj , · · · , UJ},
where Uj represents the jth user. For the jth user Uj , there is a matrix Aj which
means the connectivity condition between Uj and the SBSs. The expression of
Aj is Aj = [a1

j , a
2
j , · · · , an

j , · · · , aN
j ], where an

j is a binary-state variable. Its value
is either 0 or 1. When user j has connected to SBS n, the value of an

j is 1,
otherwise the value is 0.

2.2 SBS Caching Model

The way that SBSs store files proposed here refers to [6] and is shown in Fig. 2.
A SBS could store M files at most. We assume that the mobile users may request
a file from Y (Y ≥ M · N) different popular files at a time. These files are
predicted by the statistics of user information. All the Y files in the system
are sorted according to their popularity rank. Each file corresponds to a serial
number k, and the value of k is smaller means the file is more popular. As shown
in Fig. 2, The first R files cached in all the SBSs are the most popular R files in
the system. The remaining m (m = M −R) files cached in each SBS are different
from others and are stored according to their serial numbers [6].

Fig. 2. The caching scheme

For the nth SBS, we could establish a set Kn to denote the files stored in
this SBS. So Kn could be expressed as:

Kn = {1, 2, · · · , R,R + n,R + N + n,

· · · , R + (m − 1)N + n}.
(1)

The contents of the collection are the serial numbers of the stored files in the
nth SBS.

2.3 Average Hit Rate Model

From Kn, we would know which files are stored in the nth SBS. So a matrix Hn

could be established to reflect the relationship between the nth SBS and all the
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Y files. The Hn would be denoted as:

Hn = [h(1), h(2), · · · , h(k), · · · , h(Y )],

h(k) =

{
1 k ∈ Kn

0 others
.

(2)

The value of h(k) is 1 means the kth file is stored in the nth SBS, otherwise the
value is 0.

A user j could directly get files stored in the SBSs it connects to. So we
would get a set Fj to express these files for the user. The expression of Fj is

Fj = a1
j · K1 ∪ a2

j · K2 ∪ · · · ∪ aN
j · KN . (3)

The elements of Fj are the serial numbers of the files user j could acquire from
the SBSs directly.

According to the statistical result, a user has a probability Pk to require the
kth file from the SBSs. From [6], we can get Pk through

Pk =
1/kβ

Y∑
y=1

(1/yβ)
.

(4)

In (4), β is a decay constant. So when the user j connecting to the SBSs, the
expected hit rate is calculated as

qj =
∑
k∈Fj

Pk. (5)

After known qj for every user, we could get the average hit rate Q of the network:

Q =

J∑
j=1

qj

J
.

(6)

2.4 Average User Download Delay Model

The SBSs reuse the downlink resources of the MBS to serve the transmission to
users [7]. As a result, there exists the interference by the MBS when users obtain
files from SBSs. The neighboring SBSs could be allocated orthogonal frequency
band to eliminate the in-layer interference. Each SBS divides its downlink band-
width into many subchannels. All the subchannels have the same bandwidth ωn.
Each user accesses only one subchannel at a slot. Similarly, each subchannel of
the MBS has the bandwidth ωM .

Let Pn be the transmission power of the SBSs, and PM is the transmission
power of the MBS. Denote the noise power as σ2. The channel gain between SBS
n and user j could be hn,j . Also hM,n means the channel gain between the MBS
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and SBS n. As in [9], we characterize the channel gain model as hn,j = L0d
−α
n,j

and hM,n = L0d
−α
M,n, where L0 is a constant and α is the path loss exponent

factor. dn,j and dM,n are the distance between SBS n and user j and the distance
between MBS and SBS n respectively.

Therefore, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) γn,j between SBS
n and user j and the SINR γM,n between MBS and SBS n could be denoted as
γn,j = Pnhn,j

σ2 +PMhM,n
and γM,n = PMhM,n

σ2 . We assume that the size of all files is L.
Thus we would know the delay (Dj,n) of SBS n sending a file to user j and the
delay (Dn,M ) of SBS n receiving a file from MBS. So Dj,n could be represented as

Dj,n =
L

ωn log2(1 + γn,j)
, (7)

and Dn,M is represented as

Dn,M =
L

ωM log2(1 + γM,n)
. (8)

2.5 Problem Formulation

In order to acquire the file download delay of every user, we would establish
a file available degree matrix Tj for user j. The form of Tj could be Tj =
[tj(1), tj(2), · · · , tj(k), · · · , tj(Y )], where tj(k) means the number of SBSs stored
the kth file in connection with user j and Tj is calculated by

Tj =
N∑

n=1

an
j · Hn. (9)

The user download delay may be various with different files, so we should
calculate the download delay of every file for user j. Thus, the download delay
Dj(k) of user j receiving file k is denoted as:

Dj(k) =
{ 1

tj(k)
· Dj,n tj(k) ≥ 1

Dj,n + Dn,M tj(k) = 0
. (10)

Then the average file download delay Dj of user j would be calculated with

Dj =
Y∑

k=1

Pk · Dj(k). (11)

Therefore, the average user download delay D(R) of the system could be
known after calculating the delay of every user. The expression of D(R) is

D(R) =

∑J
j=1 Dj

J
. (12)
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From above analysis, we have expressed the average hit rate Q and the aver-
age user download delay D(R). Our goal is to find an optimal file placement
strategy for SBSs to minimize D(R) under the premise of reaching a certain
average hit rate Qc. Considering that the value of R would not be bigger than
the SBS storage capacity M , so the optimization problem could be modeled as

min D(R)
s.t. Q ≥ Qc

R ∈ Z

0 ≤ R ≤ M

(13)

From (13), we know that R is an integer and 0 ≤ R ≤ M . The traversal
algorithm should be a useful way to find the optimum value of R.

3 The Proposed MUDDC Algorithm

The MUDDC algorithm proposed in this paper is divided into two parts. The
first part is the process of SBS file distribution strategy. The second part is the
process of user connection and requiring files.

For SBSs, the connectivity condition of all users should be determined. In the
edge caching network, a user could connect to many SBSs. So the connectivity
condition matrix for all the users and SBSs should be established firstly.

For users, the popular files that they may require should be predicted and
ranked. The serial number is smaller means the file is more popular. Next each
requiring probability of the files can be calculated by (4).

In order to find the optimal value of R conveniently, we should calculate Dj,n

and Dn,M in advance by using (7)–(8).
When all the initial conditions are decided, the MUDDC algorithm will use

(13) to model an optimization problem and use the traversal algorithm to solve
the problem. After finding the appropriate strategy of file placement mode, the
SBSs could be deployed with this strategy. All the SBSs should update their
stored files simultaneously, and have the same way to store files. Then all the
users begin the process of requiring files.

When the connected user wants to receive a file, it will firstly check whether
this file has been stored in the SBSs. If this file is stored in all SBSs, the user
will let connected SBSs collaborate with each other to shorten download delay.
When only one connected SBS has this file exactly, this SBS sends the required
file to the user. The download delay is normal. If this file is not stored in any
connected SBSs, one of the SBSs would require the file from MBS and then send
to the user. This would add delay of MBS sending the file to SBS to download
delay. The process of the MUDDC algorithm is summarized in Algorithm1.

4 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the MUDDC algorithm and
analyze the influence of important parameters by simulation. For comparison,
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Algorithm 1. The MUDDC Algorithm
1: The users connect to the SBSs.
2: Initialization:

a)Set N, U, and matrix Aj ;
b)SBS storage capacity M , the number of all files Y , the size of the files L, and
the threshold value of hit rate Qc;
c)SBS transmission power Pn, transmission power PM , noise power σ2, channel
gain hn and hM .

3: Model the optimization problem by (1)–(13).
4: Use traversal algorithm to find the value of R which minimizes the delay D(R).
5: SBSs execute the file placement strategy shown in Fig. 2 according to R.
6: Users begin to require files.
7: for all Uj ∈ U do
8: User Uj requires a file.
9: if this file is stored in all SBSs then

10: The connected SBSs would cooperate to send this file to Uj .
11: else
12: if this file is stored in only one SBS then
13: The stored SBS sends the file to Uj .
14: else
15: One of the connected SBS require the file from MBS and then send to Uj .
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for

we emulate the “most popular” placement (MPP) scheme mentioned in [4]. In
MPP scheme, each SBS stores the M most popular files.

In the simulation, we let the size of each file L = 10 Mbits, β = 0.8, Y = 600,
M = 50, J = 50, and α = 4. In [4], we know that the MBS coverage area radius
is 500 m, and the SBS coverage area radius is 45–60 m. For simplicity, we assume
dn,j = 30 m for all SBSs and users and dM,n = 200 m for all SBSs and the MBS.
The values of Pn and PM are 100 mW and 20 W respectively, and L0 = −30 dB
[9]. The value of σ2 is −100 dBm [10]. We assume that ωM = ωn = 1 MHz.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between average user download delay and R
on the condition of different value of Qc. The value of the threshold Qc is related
to the system performance and has a certain randomness. In Fig. 3, from 28 to
46 the value of R, the value of Qc is 0.525, 0.520, 0.515, 0.510, 0.505, 0.500, 0.495
respectively. The number of SBSs is 4. From Fig. 3, we know that reducing the
value of R is conducive to improving user hit rate. And this would increase the
download delay. The larger the value of R is, the more files there are stored in all
the SBSs. Therefore the download delay of these most popular files is shortened,
and then decreases the average download delay. However, the file diversity would
be lower. Thus the poor average hit rate appears. This is the reason of the conflict
between these two factors.

Figure 4 indicates the changes of R with different number of total SBSs. We
set the value of Qc according to the system performance. In Fig. 4, from 4 to 10
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the total number of SBSs, the value of Qc is 0.525, 0.53, 0.51, 0.51, 0.505, 0.5, 0.46
respectively. It is the same with Figs. 5 and 6. When the total number of SBSs
is increasing, the files would be placed more dispersedly. The hit rate decreases
with the reduced value of R. Moreover, the download delay may be increased.
So the files stored in all SBSs is more with the number of total SBSs to improve
the system performance.

Fig. 3. Average download delay with dif-
ferent value of R

Fig. 4. The value of R with different
number of total SBSs

In Fig. 5, we compare the performance of average hit rate between the
MUDDC algorithm and the MPP algorithm. From Fig. 5, the network perfor-
mance of the MUDDC algorithm is obviously better than the MPP algorithm
in the matter of average hit rate. That is because the MPP algorithm let all the
SBSs store M most popular files. So no matter how many SBSs a user connects

Fig. 5. The average hit rate with different
number of total SBSs

Fig. 6. The average download delay with
different number of total SBSs
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to, only M files could be acquired directly from SBSs. The average hit rate is
not changed. However, all the SBSs store R files and R ≤ M . This may make
a user get more than M files from the connected SBSs directly. As a result, the
average hit rate in MUDDC algorithm is higher than that in MPP algorithm.

Figure 6 illustrates the relationship between the average download delay and
the number of total SBSs in above two algorithms. In general, the download
delay decreases as the increasing number of SBSs. This is because the value of R
has a rising trend. Figure 6 clearly shows that there is little difference on average
download delay between MUDDC and MPP algorithm. However, the average
hit rate in MUDDC algorithm is higher than MPP compared with Fig. 5. This
illustrates the proposed MUDDC algorithm successfully minimizes the download
delay under the condition of achieving an average hit rate Qc to some extent.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the MUDDC algorithm, a file placement algorithm for limited
SBSs storage has been proposed. On the premise of meeting a certain average
hit rate, the MUDDC algorithm could minimize the download delay. In this
algorithm, an optimization model is established and a traversal algorithm is
used to find the optimal solution. The simulation results show that compared to
the existing algorithm, the MUDDC algorithm could reach a higher hit rate with
the similar download delay. For future work, to improve the system performance,
we would consider the MUDDC algorithm with social features and derive the
optimal solution for the problem.
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